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Abstract
We explore the use of clouds as a form of structured lighting to capture the 3D structure of outdoor scenes observed
over time from a static camera. We derive two cues that relate 3D distances to changes in pixel intensity due to clouds
shadows. The first cue is primarily spatial, works with low
frame-rate time lapses, and supports estimating focal length
and scene structure, up to a scale ambiguity. The second
cue depends on cloud motion and has a more complex, but
still linear, ambiguity. We describe a method that uses the
spatial cue to estimate a depth map and a method that combines both cues. Results on time lapses of several outdoor
scenes show that these cues enable estimating scene geometry and camera focal length.

Figure 1: Clouds and cloud shadows are significant sources
of appearance variation in outdoor scenes. In this work, we
explore using cloud shadows as a cue to infer scene structure and camera focal length. The depth map was created
using the method described in Section 3.1

1. Introduction
Although clouds are among the dominant features of
outdoor scenes, with few exceptions visual inference algorithms treat their effects on the scene as noise. However, the shadows they cast on the ground over time give
novel cues for inferring 3D scene models. Clouds are one
instantiation of the first law of geography, due to Waldo
Tobler:“Everything is related to everything else, but near
things are more related than distant things.” In a sense, we
are applying this law to the problem of estimating a depth
map from time-lapse imagery. The basic insight is that there
is a relationship between the time series of intensity at two
pixels and the distance between the imaged scene points.
We describe two cues, one spatial and one temporal, that
further refine this relationship. We also present algorithms
that use these cues to estimate a depth map.
The first cue is purely spatial; it ignores the temporal
ordering of the imagery and does not require a consistent
wind velocity. We begin by considering that if the relationship between pixel time-series correlation and 3D distance
is known, then there is the simple problem: Given an image
and the 3D distance between every pair of scene points, find
the 3D model of the scene that is consistent with the camera
geometry and the distance constraints. However, the rela-

tionship between correlation and distance is unknown and
depends on the scene and the type of clouds in the scene.
We present a method that simultaneously solves for the relationship between distance and correlation and for a corresponding 3D scene model.
The second cue requires higher frame-rate video and the
ability to estimate the temporal offset between a pair of
pixel-intensity time series. This temporal delay, coupled
with knowledge of the wind velocity, allows us to define a
set of linear constraints on the scene geometry. With these
constraints there is a very clean geometric problem: Given
an image and the distance between every pair of pixels projected onto the wind direction, solve for a 3D scene structure that is consistent with the projected distances and the
camera geometry.
Our work falls into the broad body of work that aims
to use natural variations as calibration cues and each of
these methods makes certain assumptions. We, for example, require weather conditions in which it is possible to,
mostly, isolate the intensity variations due to clouds from
other sources of change. The methods we describe are
a valuable addition to the emerging toolbox of automated
outdoor-camera calibration techniques.

1.1. Related Work

Shadows in Video Surveillance For video surveillance
applications, clouds are considered an unwanted source of
image appearance variation. Background models explicitly designed to capture variation due to clouds include the
classical adaptive mixture model [14] and subspace methods [12]. Farther removed from our application, object detection/recognition is disturbed by cast shadows because
they can change the apparent shape and cause nearby objects to be merged. Several algorithms seek to minimize
these effects, using a variety of approaches [13], including
separating brightness and color changes [5].
Geometry and Location Estimation Using Natural Variations Within the field of remote sensing, shadows have
long been used to estimate the height of ground structures
from aerial or satellite imagery [4]. Recent work in analysis
of time-lapse video from a fixed location have used changing lighting directions to cluster points with similar surface
normals [9]. Other work has used known changes in the
sun illumination direction to extract surface normal of scene
patches [16], define constraints on radiometric camera calibration [8, 17], and estimate camera geo-location [17].
Work on the AMOS (Archive of Many Outdoor Scenes)
dataset of time-lapse imagery demonstrates consistent diurnal variations across most outdoor cameras and simple
methods for automated classification of images as cloudy
or sunny [6]. This supports methods that estimate the geolocation of a camera, either by finding the maximally correlated location (through time) in a satellite view, or interpolating with respect to a set of cameras with known
positions [7]. The recently created database of “webcam
clip-art” includes camera calibration parameters to facilitate
applications to illumination and appearance transfer across
scenes [11].

Distance (km)

Stochastic Models of Cloud Shapes The structure of
clouds has been investigated both as an example of natural images that follow the power law and within the atmospheric sciences community. Natural images of clouds
often exhibit structure where the expected correlation between two pixels is a function of the inverse of their distance [3], and furthermore, there is a scale invariance that
may be characterized by a power law (with the ensemble
spatial frequency amplitude spectra ranging from f −0.9 to
f −2 [1]). These trends have been validated for cloud cover
patterns, with empirical studies demonstrating that the 2D
auto-correlation is typically isotropic [15], but that the relationship of spatial-correlation to distance varies for different
types of clouds (e.g. cumulus vs. cirrus clouds) [18]. This
motivates our use of a non-parametric representation of the
correlation-to-distance function.
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Figure 2: The correlation-to-distance relationship between
sample points has a similar form at many scales. Here we
show long-range correlations due to clouds in a sequence
of satellite images. (a) A single 1 km-scale image from
the visible-light band of the GOES-12 satellite. (b) The
relationship between correlation and distance for a set of
90 satellite images captured during the summer months
of 2008. Notice that the expected value of distance is a
monotonically decreasing function of correlation and that
the variance in the conditional distribution is much lower at
closer distances.

2. Structural Cues Created by Cloud Shadows
The image of cloud shadows passing through a scene depends upon the camera and scene geometry. Here we describe two properties of outdoor-scene time lapses that depend on cloud shadows, are easy to measure, and, as we
show in Section 3, can be used to infer camera and scene
geometry.

2.1. Geographic Location Similarity
The closer two points are in the world the more likely
they are to be covered by the shadow of the same cloud.
Thus, for a static outdoor camera, the time series of pixel
intensities are usually more similar for scene points that are
close than for those that are far.
We begin by considering the correlations that arise between pixels in satellite imagery. The statistical properties
of this approximately orthographic view are similar to the
spatial properties of the cloud shadows cast onto the ground.
We empirically show the relationship between correlation
and distance for a small dataset of visible-light satellite images (all captured at noon on different days during the summer of 2008). The scatter plot in Figure 2, in which each
point represents a pair of pixels, shows that the correlation
of the pixel intensities is clearly related to the distance between the pixels. Additionally, It shows that the expected
value of distance is a monotonically decreasing function of
correlation.
This relationship also holds at a much finer scale. To
show this, we compute correlation between pixels in a timelapse video captured by a static outdoor camera on a partly
cloud day. Since we do not know the actual 3D distances
between points we cannot generate a scatter plot as in the

satellite example. Instead, Figure 3 shows examples of correlation maps generated by selecting one landmark pixel
and comparing it to all others. The false-color images, colored by the correlation between a pair of pixels, clearly
show that correlation is related to distance.
We note that different similarity measures between pairs
of pixels could be used (and, in some cases, would likely
work much better). We choose correlation because it is simple to compute online and works well in many scenes. Our
work does not preclude the use of more sophisticated similarity metrics that explicitly reason about the presence of
shadows using, for example, color cues. In Section 3, we
show how to infer the focal length of the camera and a distance map of the scene using correlation maps as input.

(a)

2.2. Temporal Delay Due to Cloud Motion
As clouds pass over a scene, each scene point exhibits a
sequence of light and shadow. In the direction of the wind
these time series are very similar but temporally offset relative to the geographic distance between the points (see Figure 4). Also, for short distances perpendicular to the wind
direction we expect to see zero temporal delay. As in the
previous cue, we expect correlation, after accounting for delay, to decrease with distance due to changing cloud shapes
or, different clouds altogether if we move far enough perpendicular to the wind direction.
Our method for estimating the temporal offset between
the time series of a pair of pixels consists of two phases.
First we use cross-correlation to select the integral offset
that gives the maximum correlation. Then we obtain a final
estimate by finding the maxima of a quadratic model fit to
the correlation values around the integer offset. We use the
correlation of the temporally aligned signals as a confidence
measure, e.g. low correlation means low confidence in the
temporal offset estimate.
Figure 3 shows examples of false-color images constructed by combining the estimated delay and the temporally aligned correlation for every pixel, relative to a single
landmark pixel. The motion of the clouds in this scene is
nearly parallel with the optical axis, so the temporal delays are roughly equal horizontally across the image (i.e.,
perpendicular to the wind direction) but the correlations
quickly decrease as distance from the pixel increases (i.e.,
different clouds are passing over those points). Orthogonally, the correlations are relatively higher in the direction
of the wind but the delay changes rapidly.

3. Using Clouds to Infer Scene Structure
The dependence of correlation upon distance and the
temporal delay induced by cloud shadow motion are both
strong cues to the geometric structure of outdoor scenes. In
this section, we describe several methods that use these cues

(b) Landmark-pixel Correlation Maps

(c) Landmark-pixel Delay Maps

Figure 3: (a) A frame from a time-lapse video of an outdoor scene captured on a partly cloud day. (b) False-color
images colored by the correlation of the time series of the
highlighted landmark pixel with all other pixels in the image. (c) False-color images with colors based on the temporal delay between a landmark pixel and all other pixels in
the scene. The hue of each pixel is determined by the delay
and the value is determined by the confidence in the delay
(low intensity regions are low confidence).

to infer a depth map and simplified camera geometry.
We assume a simplified pinhole camera model. Assuming a focal length, f , a point, Ri = (X, Y, Z), in the
world projects to an image location, expressed in normalYf
ized homogeneous coordinates as ri = ( Xf
Z , Z , 1). For
each pixel, i, the imaged 3D point, Ri , can be expressed
as Ri = αi ri with depth, αi . We define the 3D distance
between two points as dij = ||Ri − Rj ||. Note that the
use of 3D distances is not technically correct; it should take
into account the location of the sun. Consider, for example,
that any two scene points in-line with the sun vector see the
same cloud shadows and will therefore have similar time
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maps. More formally, for a good depth map, a, we expect
that the following value to be small:
Z
V (a) = Var(d(a)|ρ)dρ.
(1)
In a real scene, if the clouds have an isotropic GCF
then the shadows cast by the clouds will likely have an
anisotropic GCF unless the sun is directly overhead. Consider, for example, the elliptical shadow cast by a sphere
onto the ground plane. In this work, we ignore this effect
and expect the shadows to have an isotropic GCF regardless
of the sun position. This is equivalent to modeling the cloud
layer as having height zero.

z

3.1.1
Figure 4: The time series of variation in light intensity induced by cloud shadows is dependent on the direction of
motion of the wind, the shape of the clouds, and the geographic position of the scene points.

series. In our experiments, we handle this by modifying dij
by projecting the points, along the sun direction vector, to
the ground plane prior to computing the distance (if the sun
vector is unknown we project points straight down). This
gives distances that are meaningful with respect to timeseries similarities induced by cloud shadows. Note that this
creates a point ambiguity where the depth of a pixel ray that
is parallel to the sun vector is unconstrained.

3.1. Estimating Scene Structure Using Pairwise
Correlation
In outdoor scenes there is a strong relationship between
correlation, ρij , and 3D distance, dij , between the imaged
scene points. In this section, we show how to estimate a
depth map, a = α1 , . . . , αn , for an outdoor scene using this
relationship. The challenge with estimating the scene structure given the pairwise correlations is the unknown conditional relationship between correlation and distance between scene points, E(dij |ρij ). In other words, we do not
know what the distance between a pair of points should be
for a given value of correlation; this mapping depends on,
among other factors, the type of clouds passing overhead.
We assume that the geographic correlation function
(GCF) with respect to a single scene point is geographically
isotropic (i.e., if you could view the correlation map of the
scene from zenith, the iso-contours would be circular and
the expected value of correlation would monotonically decrease with distance from the landmark pixel). This implies
that for the correct scene geometry the distribution of correlation at a given distance is relatively low variance. We use
this to define an error function for evaluating possible depth

Overview

We use Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) [10,
2] to simultaneously solve for E(dij |ρij ) and the depth
map, a. Like classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS),
NMDS solves for point locations given pairwise relationships between points. Unlike MDS, NMDS does not expect
the input relationships to correspond to distances, instead
the input is only required to have a monotonic relationship
to distance. Since we assume that distance is a monotonically decreasing function of correlation, we can use the
NMDS framework to solve for this mapping.
In our application NMDS works, from a high-level, as
follows. First we initialize a planar depth map (see Section 3.1.2). Then we iterate through the following steps:
• determine dij for the current depth map,
• estimate the mapping from distance to correlation,
E(dij |ρij ) (see Section 3.1.3),
• use the pairwise correlation, ρij , and E(dij |ρij ) to
compute a pairwise distance estimate,
• update the depth map to better fit the estimated distances (see Section 3.1.4).
We now describe the three components of this procedure in
greater detail.
3.1.2

Initialization

Here we describe a method for initializing a depth map
that makes the assumption that the scene is planar. We
solve for the camera focal length, f , and external orientation parameters, θx and θz , that minimize the variance of the
correlation-to-distance mapping. More formally, we choose
parameters that minimize Equation 1,
min V (f, θx , θz ).

f,θx ,θz

(2)

Note that in this case the 3D distances, dij , are a function of
the three parameters, which together with a ground plane assumption imply a depth map. We exhaustively search over
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Figure 5: The error in different focal length values in our
ground-plane based initialization method for two scenes.
The red points correspond to the value of focal length provided by the camera in the image EXIF tags.
a reasonable range of parameters and choose the setting that
minimizes the objective function.
Figure 5 shows the value of the error function defined
above w.r.t. focal length for two scenes. We find that the
estimated focal length is close to the ground truth value in
both cases. We use the planar depth map to provide an initial estimate for the mapping from correlation to distance
(the distance from the camera to the ground plane along
each pixel ray). See Figure 6 for two examples of initial
depth maps discovered using this method. This initial depth
map is used to initialize the correlation-to-distance mapping, E(dij |ρij ).
3.1.3

Estimating Pairwise Distance Given Correlation

This section describes our model of the monotonic mapping from correlation to distance, E(dij |ρij ). Many simple
parametric models could be used to fill this requirement but
they impose restrictions on the mapping which can lead to
substantial artifacts in the depth map. Instead we choose
a non-parametric model that makes the following minimal
assumptions on the form of the mapping:
• E(dij |ρij = 1) = 0, when the correlation is one the
expected distance is zero,
• E(dij |ρ) ≥ E(dij |ρ + ), expected distance is a monotonically decreasing function of correlation
These assumptions follow naturally from empirical studies
on the spatial statistics of real clouds [15]. While these
statistics are not present in all time-lapse videos, we leave
for future work the task of determining which videos have
the appropriate statistics.
We use the non-parametric regression method known as
monotonic regression [10], to solve for a piecewise linear
mapping from correlation to distance while respecting the
constraints described above. The first step is choosing an
optimal set of expected pairwise distances, d̂, for a fixed set
control points uniformly sampled along the correlation axis
(we use 100 control points). We choose values for d̂ that
P
d̂Bin(ρij ) − dij relative to the distances, dij ,
minimize
implied by current scene model (initially a plane). Given the
control point locations and corresponding optimal distance

values we use linear interpolation to estimate the expected
value of distance for a given correlation.
Examples of the correlation-to-distance mapping,
E(dij |ρij ), are shown in Figure 6. Note that the expected
values are reasonable when compared to the sample points
and that they would be difficult to model with a single,
well-justified parametric model. We use this regression
model to define the expected distance between a pair of
points, and we use this expected distance as input into the
depth map improvement step described in the following
section.
3.1.4

Translating Pairwise Distances Into Depths

We use E(dij |ρij ), defined in the previous section, to estimate a distance matrix. We pass this distance matrix as
input to a nonlinear optimization-based Multidimensional
Scaling (MDS) [2] procedure to translate estimated distances into 3D point locations. We augment MDS to respect
the constraint that the 3D point locations must lie along rays
defined by the camera geometry. We fix the focal length to
the value estimated in the initialization step.
The error (stress) function for MDS is as follows:
X
S(a) =
wij (dij − E(d|ρij ))2
(3)
i,j

where the weights, wij , are an increasing function of the
correlation, ρij . In other words, we expect the distance
estimates from high-correlation pairs to be more accurate
than those of lower-correlation pairs. In this work, we use
wij = ρ2ij for 0 ≤ ρij and wij = 0 for ρij < 0. Recall that the 3D distance, dij , between imaged scene points
is a function of the depths, a, along pixel rays. We minimize the stress function with respect to the depths using
the trust region method, constrained so that a ≥ 0. We
use a straightforward application of the chain rule to compute the gradient and to form a diagonal approximation of
the Hessian. We perform several descent iterations for a
given distance matrix before re-estimating the correlationto-distance mapping, E(dij |ρij ), using the updated point
locations. Additionally, we constrain the average of the estimated pairwise distances to remain constant to avoid the
trivial, zero-depth solution.
Ideally we would use all pairs of pixels when minimizing
the stress function. We find that using a much smaller number yields excellent results and is substantially less resource
intensive (we typically use around 100 randomly selected
landmark pixels for a 320 × 240 image). In our Matlab implementation the complete depth estimation procedure, including the ground-plane based initialization, typically requires several minutes to complete.
This algorithm is essentially a projectively constrained variant of the Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) [10] algorithm. It is well known that NMDS is

subject to local minima which can lead to suboptimal depth
maps. This has not been a significant problem for depth
estimation, but understanding this is an interesting area for
future work. The majority of errors we see in the final depth
maps are caused by erroneous, high correlations for distant
pixel pairs. Frequent causes of this problem are insufficient imagery for estimating the correlation, large sun motions which cause higher correlations between surfaces with
similar normals, and automatic camera exposure correction
which causes shadowed pixels to be highly correlated across
the image.

3.2. Estimating Scene Structure Using Temporal
Delay in Cloudiness Signal
The motion of clouds due to wind causes nearby pixels
to have similar but temporally offset intensity time series.
Together these temporal offsets, ∆t(i,j) , give constraints on
scene geometry. Section 2.2 shows examples of these temporal offsets.
Let W be a 3D wind vector which we assume it is fixed
for the duration of the video. A pair of points in the world,
Ri , Rj , that are in-line with the wind satisfy the linear constraint Ri − Rj = W ∆t(i,j) where ∆t(i, j) is the time is
takes for the wind (and therefore the clouds) to travel from
point Rj to point Ri . However, the algorithm in Section 2.2
can often compute the temporal offset between pixels not
exactly in-line with the wind. We generalize the constraint
to account for this by projecting the displacement of the 3D
points onto the wind direction, Ŵ = W/||W ||:
Ŵ > (Ri − Rj ) = Ŵ > W ∆t(i,j) .

(4)

Based on the simplified camera imaging model, each
pixel corresponds to a known direction, so the 3D point position, Ri , can be written as a depth, αi , along the ray, ri .
Explicitly showing this constraint in terms of the unknown
depths we find:
>

Ŵ (αi ri − αj rj )
>

>

αi Ŵ ri − αj Ŵ rj

>

(5)

>

(6)

= Ŵ W ∆t(i,j) ,
= Ŵ W ∆t(i,j)

This set of constraint defines a linear system,
Ma = ∆,

(7)

where a is a vector of the (unknown) depth values, αi , for
each pixel, the rows of M contain two non-zero entries of
the form (Ŵ > ri , −Ŵ > rj ), and ∆ contains the scaled temporal delays between pixels.
The constraint on depth due to temporal delay has an
ambiguity. In all cases, the matrix M has a null space of
dimension at least one. This is visible from the structure of
M, adding any multiple of α0 = ( Ŵ >1 r , Ŵ >1 r , . . .) to the
1
2
depth map, a, does not change the left hand side of Equation 6. The next section describes how we overcome this
ambiguity.

3.3. Combining Temporal Delay and Spatial Correlation
The two cues we describe have ambiguities, the scale
ambiguity for the spatial cue and the null space ambiguity
for the temporal cue, that prevent metric interpretation of
the generated depth maps. Combining the two cues allows
us to simultaneously remove both ambiguities and makes
possible future work on metric scene estimation. We propose the following simple method.
Starting with the constraints defined by the temporal cue,
we solve for a feasible depth map, a, using a standard nonnegative least squares solver. We then consider the set of
solutions of the form a + kα0 , and search over values of k
to find a good depth map. While many criteria exist for evaluating a depth map we focus on combining the two cues we
have described to remove this ambiguity. As with the spatial
cue, we make the assumption that correlation is geographically isotropic. This motivates us to use the error function defined in Equation 2 to evaluate the different depth
maps. The only difference is that we now search over the
null space as opposed to the focal length and orientation parameters. In Section 4.2, we show results that demonstrate
that depth maps with low error function values are more
plausible than those with error function values.

4. Results
We demonstrate depth estimation on several outdoor
scenes. In all examples, we resize the original images to
be 320 pixels wide and assume that the sky has been manually masked off. In some cases, shadow regions are masked
using automatic filtering methods based on thresholding the
variance of the individual pixel time series.

4.1. Depth from Correlation
We show depth maps generated using the method described in Section 3.1. As input, we provide correlations
between one hundred randomly selected pixels and all other
pixels in the scene, in both cases we omit sky pixels. Examples of these correlation maps can be seen in Figure 3.
The first time lapse was captured over three hours with
pictures captured every five seconds. Naı̈vely computing
correlation on the entire video sequence yields a low quality correlation map due to long term and spatially broad
changes caused by the sun motion and melting snow on
fields in the near ground. Computing correlations over short
temporal windows and then averaging these correlations removed these artifacts. Figure 6 shows the depth map estimated from this scene and the correlation-to-distance mapping we estimate as part of the optimization.
The second time lapse consists of 600 images captured
over 50 minutes. Figure 6 shows the depth map estimated
from this scene and the correlation-to-distance mapping we

estimate as part of the optimization. The river and the sky
were manually masked and the shadow regions were automatically masked by removing low-variance pixels.
A final example of using the spatial cue to estimate a
depth map is shown in Figure 1. This time lapse demonstrates that NMDS is able to recover from significant errors
in the initial depth map, for example the initial depth estimate of the rotunda was incorrect by several kilometers.
We emphasize that in these examples we perform no
post-processing to improve the appearance of the generated
depth maps. The optimization is based solely on geometric constraints on the camera geometry and the expectation
that the correlation-to-distance mapping is geographically
isotropic.

4.2. Depth from Combining Temporal Delay and
Spatial Correlation
Figure 7 shows the depth map generated by the method
described in Section 3.3. Note that to reduce memory usage
we discard constraints for pixel pairs, ij, whose temporally
aligned correlation is less than a threshold (we use threshold
0.85). The top row of the figure show results on a previously
described scene. This result demonstrates that higher values
of the error function lead to lower quality depth maps. For
the second scene two-hundred frames of a time lapse (captured one frame every five seconds) was used to estimate a
delay map. This delay map is translated into a depth map
using the combined inference procedure.

5. Conclusion
We presented two novel cues, both due to cloud shadows, that are useful for estimating scene and camera geometry. The first cue, based on spatial correlation, leads to a
natural formulation as a Non-metric Multidimensional scaling problem. The second cue, based on temporal delay in
cloud signals, defines a set of linear constraints on scene
depth that may enable metric depth estimates. These cues
are unique in that they can work when other methods of
inferring scene structure and camera geometry have difficulties. They require no camera motion, no haze or fog, no
sun motion, and no moving people or cars. We also demonstrated how to combine these cues to obtain improved results. This work adds to the growing literature on using natural scene variations to calibrate cameras and extract scene
information.
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Figure 6: Examples of depth maps estimated using our NMDS-based method using correlations between pairs of pixels. The
correlation-to-distance mappings at the optimal solution are clearly lower variance than those of the initial planar depth map.
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Figure 7: (top) A plot of the error function for differing depth maps created using the procedure described in Section 3.3.
The plot highlights the smooth nature of this objective function for depth maps generated for different values of the null
space parameter. The depth map generated at the optimal null space parameter is significantly more plausible than the others.
(bottom) A cropped frame and a corresponding depth map generated for another scene using the same procedure.

